l Definitions and results* Let R n be the cartesian product of n copies of R, where R denotes the reals. Define i n : R n -• R n+1 by ι n {{x ιr , aθ) = (x» ••-,*», 0). Then R°° = Km {R n ; i n ). We regard R°° as the set {(x l9 x 2f x Z9 ---,) | a?< e JB, all i, and XtΦO for at most finitely many ί}. We identify R n , w 2> 1. In the terminology of [14] , for example, R™ is thus the strict inductive limit of {R n }. As such it is a locally convex [14, Prop. 1, p. 127] , nonmetrizable [14, Prop. 5, p. 129] topological vector space having a natural simplicial structure.
A topological manifold modelled on R°°, or, more simply, an i2°°-manifold, is a Hausdorff space in which each point has a neighborhood homeomorphic to an open subset of R°°. By way of example we note that countable direct limits of finite-dimensional manifold are often i2°°-manifolds. Also by [9, Corollary 2] , if X is a locally finite polyhedron (more generally, a locally compact, locally finitedimensional ANR) then X x R°° is an iϋ°°-manifold. Our main result is Theorem S, below, which asserts that i?°°-manifolds are stable with respect to multiplication by R°°. We remark that because R°°i s nonmetrizable and not a countable product (one can show that R°° is not homeomorphic to R°° x R°° x R°° x ) many of the arguments used in establishing stability of Hubert space and Hubert cube manifolds as, for example, in [1] and [16] do not apply here. Our proof uses an inductive argument on finite-dimensional subsets.
By "=" we denote "is homeomorphic to". We let 1= For the remainder of this section let M and N denote paracompact, connected iϋ°°-manifolds.
The proof of the stability theorem is given in § 3 of this paper. In [7] We remark that Theorems S and T answer affirmatively two questions in the Appendix "Open problems of infinite-dimensional topology" in [3] .
The author gratefully acknowledges several helpful conversations with Henryk Torunczyk and James West. § 2. Lemmas. Recall that we identify R n with R n x {0, 0, , 0}c R Proof. We may assume that 2 (dim B) + I <L n so that there is an embedding a: B -> i?\ Let /3: i2 ra -> i? n be a continuous exten- 
Proof. If C is a compact subset of U, then f"\C) is contained in the compact set (f/A)~\C) U i?. Hence / is proper. Thus, we can choose a relatively compact neighborhood V of the compact set f'\f{B)) in locally compact X. Let n be such that f(V)a Up [R n 
for x e A Π f~\ l/Ί) and such that f\K x U [A Π f~\ ί/Ί)] is homotopic to #! by a homotopy H fixed on An/-Wi) and limited by {U x Π U 2f M\f{K, n ίΓ 2 )}. Note that ϋKiξ n ϋΓ 2 ) x I] c ϋi Π 27 2 . Define H'\ [{K, n Jζ) U(AΠ iQ] -> ?7 2 by H\x, t) = jff(a?, ί) for a; e ^ Π K 2 , t e I, and H'(x, t) = /(α;), a? e A Π iΓ 2 , By Dugundji's theorem [5, p. 188] , R°°, and, hence, [10, p. 42 2 ) and /'(a?) = #(#) otherwise. Then f/K, = /iξ and /'/iζ, = ^2/ίL 2 so that /' is continuous. If f'(χ) = /'(#), then either both x and 2/ or neither x nor i/ is in (f')~XU 2 ) = g~\U 2 ). In the first case as = 7/ since # 2 is one-to-one. In the latter case x -y since g/K x is one-to-one. Clearly f/A -f/A. Thus, /' is the desired embedding.
The last lemma is probably known. We include a proof for completeness. Since H/X x {0, 1} is an embedding, Theorem 1 of [2] implies that for sufficiently large k 9 H/X x {0, 1} is ε-tame in Int (M x [ -1, l] fc ). Thus, there is an ambient isotopy
, tel, and such that KJEL/X x {0, 1} is a p.l. embedding. Using general position [15, 5.4, p. 61] there is, for sufficiently large k, a p.l. embedding h:
By [11, Theorem 1.1, p. 426] there is an ambient isotopy where k 2 > 1 is yet to be chosen, i x {y) = (T/, 0) and α^cc, t) = (x, (t, 0)). Since JB is contractible i^Ί ^ a x ("~" denotes "is homotopic to") with the homotopy taking place in Int (X n2 x B k2 ). Continuing, by induction we obtain for every r ^ 1 a commutative diagram 
